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1. INTRODUCTION 
In Theorem 1, it is shown that for arbitrarily small v > 0, interpolation to 
a function at only (1 + q) max(M,, Lk} points (rather than the usual 
M, + L, + 1 points) is sufficient for a sequence of rational functions (of 
numerator degree akr denominator degree SiUk) to converge in capacity as 
k -+ to, together with all their derivatives. Simple examples are given to show 
that q cannot be reduced to 0. The result obtained generalizes and extends 
Pommerenke’s Theorem [lo] and Theorem 4 in Wallin [ 121. In Theorem 2 
(an application of Theorem 1) it is shown that any sequence of best rational 
real approximations converges in capacity in the plane together with all their 
derivatives, subject to mild restrictions on the function from which they were 
formed. As a surprising consequence, one obtains lower bounds on the actual 
numerator and denominator degrees in sequences of best rational real 
approximations to a function f, dependent only on the multiplicity of the 
singularities 0fJ: 
In Theorem 3,4, convergence results for non-diagonal rational sequences 
are established, including a de Montessus de Ballore type result, and 
including results for sequences of best rational real approximations. These 
results neither contain, nor are contained in Theorems 1, 2 of Wallin [ 121. 
Again as a consequence, one obtains lower bounds on the actual numerator 
and denominator degrees in sequences of best rational real approximations. 
As far as the author can determine, no work has previously appeared 
which discusses the convergence (or “overconvergence”) of best rational real 
approximations, with free poles, in the complex plane. In Walsh [ 131 the 
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poles were fixed in advance. Other work relating Pad&type approximatron~ 
and best complex rational approximations appeared in Karlsson I-51. Wallin 
[ 12 ], Walsh [ 14 ]. 
2. NOTATION 
We consider sequences (Rk} of rational functions s.t. for k > 1, 
R, = PJQk, where P,, Qk are polynomials 
with complex coefficients s.t. Qk f 0, and 
s.t. deg(P,) = I, < L, ; deg(Q,) = mk < M,. 
(2.1) 
Throughout {Mk}, (Lk} are sequences of non-negative integers, s.t. either 
for some ,I 2 1, l/n < MJL, < 1, all k > 1 
and lim L, = a 
k 
(2.2) 
or 
IiF MJL, = 0 
Throughout, we let 
and liFL,= co. (2.3) 
N, = max{M,, Lk} all k>l. (2.4) 
Occasionally (Rk} is restricted even further, to be a sequence of best rational 
real approximations to a function f, in the following sense: For each k > 1, 
P,, Qk have real coefficients and no common zeroes; 
and there is a real (possibly unbounded) interval I, 
and a function ,uk s.t. ,u,, f are real and continuous 
in Ik, s.t. ,u~ is positive in I,, and s.t. (2.5) 
maX{lf- R, 1 (x)pk(x): X E Ik} = tin maX(lf- P/Q ( (x)pk(x): X E I,}, 
the minimum being taken over all polynomials P, Q with 
real coefficients, having degrees ak, M,, respectively. 
We assume always that R, exists and is given and do not discuss the 
restrictions required for unbounded Zk (for bounded Ik, R, of course exists 
and is unique). The reader is referred to Chapter 2 in Achieser [ 11. The 
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property of best rational real approximations {Rk) satisfying (2. l), (2.5) that 
we shall use, is 
fQk - P, has >Z, = 1 + max(L, + mk, 1, + Mk } zeroes in I,. (2.6) 
A corollary in Cheney [3, p. 1631 implies (2.6) for bounded I, and ,u, = 1. 
The general case follows from a theorem in Achieser [ 1, p. 551. 
(b) 
<Yn denotes the class of polynomials P(z) = z” + c,-, z”- ’ + ... c0 with 
cg ... c,-, complex. For each compact E c C, 
cap(E) = li$ P2i;k tn$z 1 P(z)~)“~ (2.7) 
and for non-compact F, 
cap(F) = sup{ cap(E): E c F. E compact }. 
(cl 
Given M > n > 1, P E Yn, and E > 0, we use P(M, E) to denote the 
lemniscate (z: IP( < E”). If it4 = 0, L/(M) E) is taken to be the empty set. 
When (2.3) holds, the exceptional sets-or sets on which divergence takes 
place-have the form 
’ lim, sup P(M,, sk) = fi 6 IP(M,, Ed) or c lim, SUp~(M,,&,i). 
n=I k=n i=l 
In the latter case, each g(Mk, eki) is a lemniscate of the form P(M,, ckl). 
Such sets were studied in [8]. 
Cd) 
D’ denotes the differentiation operator d’/dzj, taken always w.r.t. z. 
Occasionally, we use Di and D{, to distinguish differentiation operators w.r.t. 
z and MI. When j = 0, DJf = J 
3. DIAGONAL RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let f be analytic in C\E, where E is a (closed) set of 
capacity zero. Let {Rk} be a sequence of rationalfunctions satisfying (2.1), 
(2.2). We assume also that there is a closed set F c C\E s.t. 
fQk - P, has >c, Nk zeroes in F all k> 1 (3.1) 
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(counting multiplicity). When F is unbounded, we require that f has at most a 
pole offinite order at co, and further require that E is bounded. Here (N, \ is 
given by (2.4) and we assume 
lim, inf ik > I. (3.2) 
Then 
(a) Gitlen r, 1. E, 6 > 0, there exists 
k,s.t.k>k,+IDif--DJR,/(z)<~‘” all O<j<l,~z~<r,z~FF,, (3.3) 
where 
cap(F,) < 6. (3.4) 
If K is a compact subset of C\E containing no limit points of poles of (RkJr 
then the estimate in (3.3) holds uniformly for z E K, for large enough k. 
(b) Any (isolated) pole off of multiplicity n. is the limit of at least n 
poles (counting multiplicity) of R, as k -+ 03. Any non-isolated singularity or 
isolated essential singularity of f, is the limit of infinitel)’ many poles 
(counting multiplicity) of R, as k -+ 00. Hence iff has singularities of total 
multiplicity p in Cc (0 < p < 03) the actual denominator degrees ( mk} in { Rk } 
(as in (2.1)) satisfiy 
lim, inf m, > p. 
Similar statements hold relating (I,\ and f s zeroes. 
(c) There is a subsequence (Rno,} of {Rk} s.t. 
lip 1 DJf - DjRn,k, 1 ‘,LnlA)(z) = 0 allj > 0. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
z E G\G, where cap(G) = 0, and G is a G&-set. 
Proof: Because of the non-trivial modifications required for derivatives, 
and the relaxed conditions (3.1), (3.2), a full proof is given, for the (non- 
extended) complex plane. We use ideas from [2, 6, 10, 12, 151. 
(a) We consider two cases. 
Case I. E, F are compact. 
We can assume 0 < E. 6 < 1 < r. Choose parameters /I, r’, rl, c, v, R, a as 
follows: 
o<p<LT (2r)z’3p’!3 < 6, (3.7) 
r’ > r s.t. E U F c (z: Iz/ <t-l), (3.8) 
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O<q<l s.t. min(lu - ~1: u E F, u E E) > 3~. (3.9) 
1<(<2 s.t. lim, inf & > [, (3.10) 
v > 0 s.t. 1 + V < r, (3.11) 
R so large that 
(2r’)‘-‘(R - ~‘)-~(3R/j3)‘+“(3r’/@‘(‘+“’ <p-‘/2 (3.12) 
(possible as the exponent of R in the left member is essentially 
---d+ 1 + v < 0, by (3.11)). Finally choose (r so small that 0 < a < min(P, q} 
(2r’/q)‘“(3R//?)(3r’/P)“““‘(a/P)”’Z < p-‘/2. (3.13) 
By (2.7) we can choose p > 1 and T E .YD s.t. 
E c (z: I T(z)1 < a”}. (3.14) 
We can assume all T’s zeroes lie less than q from E and in the region 
Iz I < R. If, for example, M! is a zero of T > q from E, then T,(z) = 
T(z)/(z - ~$1) E TP-, , and z E E Z- I T,(z)1 < at/q < ap-’ (by (3.13). (3.14)). 
Hence the assumptions are valid. Then, if 1 T(t)1 = ap, t is at most a from 
some zero of T and so at most 2~ from E, and so at least q from F, by (3.9). 
Taking 
C, = (u: I T(u)1 = aP}, (3.15) 
we have 
t E C, + r is at least q from F. (3.16) 
Let 
CZ=(t:Ifl=R}, (3.17) 
and C = C, UC,, suitably oriented. We can clearly assume that in (3.1) 
(using (3. lo)), 
[ < & < 2 and rkNk is an integer, all k > 1. (3.18) 
Next, let nk = greatest integer <144,/p all k > 1 
*vM,/2 < pn, < vhf, for large k. (3.19) 
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Raising (3.12), (3.13) to the power M, and using (2.2), (2.4). (3.18), (3.19) 
gives 
(h-‘/q)“” ~“(3R/B).“A(3r’!P)““” +“““‘(cr/p)“““ ( /g’i/2 tti (3.21) 
for large enough k. Let 
S, = T”’ (of degree pnk) all X- > 1. (3.22) 
Let 9 be the bounded open path connected set whose boundary is C. By 
(3.1), there is a polynomial rk of degree ckNA having all its zeroes in F, and 
s.t. S,(fQ, - P,)/r, is analytic in V. Cauchy’s integral formula gives, for all 
z E Q, 
(S,(fQ, - PdlrJ(z) = (24 ’ 1. (S,(fQk - Pdlrd(f)(l/O - ~1) dt 
-c 
= WI - ’ (_ (S,fQ,l~,)U)(ll(~ - ~1) df. 
‘C 
The last line follows as (S, Pk/rk)(t)( l/(t - z)) is analytic as a function of f 
interior to C, and exterior to C, and grows (as /t I+ co) like /tlj, where 
j- pnk + L, - &Nk - 1 < -2, for large k (by (3.19), (3.1 I), (2.4)). So 
Cauchy’s integral theorem implies that its integral along C is zero. Then, for 
all z E ti. 
= Wm’ 1. Iflr,J(O~,Qk(f) ~‘irk(z)l(SkQk(zW - z))t df 
-c 
<A G sup(1r;‘(t)l:fEC,}sup(lD’r,(z)(:O~j~l} - 
r=1 
(3.23) 
Here A is a constant depending only on 1, f, C, , C,, and not on k or z. 
Further we have used Leibniz’ formula for the higher derivatives of a product 
of functions twice, in estimating the term D’( r,Jz)/. . e ). Next, Eq. (15) in the 
proof of Lemma 3 [6] shows that V = S,Q, has 
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sup{ 1 V(r) D’( l/V(z))J: t E Ci} 
~A,sup{~V(t)~:tEC~}~V(z)~-~-‘(SUp{~D~V(Z)~:O~S~j})’ 
(where A, depends only on j), 
GA2 suP{l V(f)/V(z)l: f E ci}(sup{l v(t)/V(z)I: IfI =r’})J1 
all Izl<r (3.24) 
(where A, depends only on j, r, r’ and we have used Cauchy’s integral 
formula for derivatives). Applying standard techniques (see, e.g., Lemma 2 in 
[ 12, p. 439)) we have 
sup 
all 
ItI = r’} < (3r’/p)Mk+pnk, 
%c”k + pnk, P). 
(3.25) 
Further, as Sk’s zeroes lie in IzI <R, (3.15) (3.17), (3.22) give 
sup{1 V(t)/V(z)l: f E Ci} < (u/~)““~(~R//?)% i= 1. 
< (3R//?)“k+p”k : i= 2. 
This holds for all Iz / < R, 
t@qw,,p)uqP.P), 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
where %(P, PI = {u : I V)I < Pp 1, and J&(M,, /I) is a lemniscate depending 
only on the zeroes of Qk in Iz I < 2R. Next, as rk’s zeroes lie in I z I < r’ (by 
(3.8)) Cauchy’s integral formula gives 
sup(lDjr,(z)l: O<j</}<A,(2r’)crMk all Iz 1 < r. (3.28) 
where A, depends only on r’, r, 1. Further as all zeroes of rk lie at least q 
from C, (by (3.16)) and at least R - r’ from C, (by (3.8), (3.17)), we have 
SUp((~,‘(t)l:fECi}~~-“k”‘A: i= 1, 
< (R - r’)-sksk : i= 2. 
(3.29) 
Finally, as p > U, we see using (3.15) and the definition of Yj, that there is a 
positive distance between C, and C\P3(p, j?). Thus for some A, independent 
of k, 
(3.30) 
whenever 
lzlGr,z@F,= (u:lul~r}n(~,(Mk+pn~,P)u~~(M,,p)u_;/’,(p,P)). 
(3.3 1) 
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Putting together (3.23) to (3.31) gives 
/Dir‘- D’R,J (I) < A6( (2r’/rl)S”““(a/B)p”“(3RiB)““(3r’/P)””’+””” 
+ (Z,.‘j(R _ r'))"".'h(3Rj~)'f~+P""(3r'/~)"'f~'P""' 1 
(where A, is independent of k, z). 
</If’ < 2”. for large k- 
(by (3.20), (3.21) and as /3 < E). Finally it follows from (2.7) (or see Hille 
[4, Chap. 161) that cap(Y’(.,p)) </I, and it is not hard to prove the standard 
inequality of cap(E, U E, U E3) < d2’3(maxi cap(E,))“‘. where d is the 
diameter of the union. 
These two inequalities imply that F, in (3.31) had cap(F,) < 
(2r)2’3p”3 < 6 (by (3.7)). Thus (3.3), (3.4) hold forj = I only. By taking the 
union of I+ 1, many F,, each having small enough capacity, we can ensure 
that (3.3) holds for j = 0, 1,2..., 1 outside a set of total cap < 6. In fact, a 
careful look at the proof above shows that F, of (3.3 1) works for all of 
j= 0, 1,2..., I and it is unnecessary to take any unions. When Kc (c\E 
contains no limit points of poles of {Rk}. it is easy to see that F, n K = 0 
for large k in (3.3 1). if /?, 6 are small enough. 
Case II. E is unbounded or F is unbounded. 
This is reduced to Case I, using a device due to Wallin ] 12, Theorem 41. 
Let E. I, 6, I > 0 be given. Choose a E C\E U F s.t. la 1 > r. Consider the 
transformation 
w = l/(z - a) 0 z = I/IV + a, (3.32) 
IV maps E, F into compact E*, F* s.t. E* f7 F* = 0 (for only one of E, F is 
unbounded) and s.t. cap(E*)=O (by Lemma3(b) in [ 121). When F is 
unbounded, 0 E F* and 0 6Z E* and there exists an integer p s.t. 1 nlPf( l/n’)1 
is bounded for small /M’I. Let I* = utpf( l/~‘+ a) and R:(w) = 
Pt(nl)/Qk+(~‘) (where p = 0, if F is bounded) and where 
Qt( MI) = wNk Qk( l/~: + a), Pk*(w) = w”~+~P~( l/w + a). 
Both have degree 0, + p. Then f * is analytic in C\E* (f(l/uj + a) has a 
pole of order at most p at )Y = 0 if 0 E F*) and fQf - Pz has > &Nk > 
S(Nk + p) zeroes in F*: lim, inf c; > 1. Case I shows that for k > k,. 
/ D;,,f* - D’,R,* I (IV) < E*~‘~, all 0 < j < I, 
all /KY/ < l/(\al -r), ,c6$ Ff, 
(3.33) 
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where 
cap(F,*)<d(la/+r)-*. (3.34) 
But (zl < r =S (r+ Ial)-’ < /WI < (Ial -I--’ * If-Rk( (z) = 
kLpL<~*R:i (w) < (Ial + I-)~E*“‘~ < &.‘A (by (3.32) (3.33)) if k is large 
, k. But z transforms Fc ~7 (w : 1 IV > (Ial + r) ’ ) into F, with 
cap(F,) < (]a I + r)* cap(F,*) < 6 (by Lemma 3(a) in Wallin [ 121 and by 
(3.34)). Finally for convergence of the derivatives, it is easy to see by 
induction on I that for any g(z) 
where g*(rv) = n”‘g( l/w + a) and where the functions H, depend only on j, 
I, a (in particular they are independent of g) and are analytic for z # a. Thus 
we can bound the H,j (all 0 < j < I) uniformly for (z / < r, the bound being 
independent of k, and the result follows from (3.33). 
(b) Suppose first that z. is a (isolated) pole of f order n, but the 
statement is false. Then there exists a subsequence {R:} of {Rk} and 4 < II 
andJ>Os.t.fhas no poles in (z:O<)z-z,j<26}=G, andst. 
Rc has precisely q poles z,~ . . . zqk in G 
(counting multiplicity) with li? zik = z. all I < i < q. 
(3.35) 
Then (3.35) and (a) show that fk(z) = R:(z) ns=, (z - zik) converges 
uniformly to f(z)(z - zo)q in G, = (z: rl< /z - zoI < S}. any q > 0. Since 
f(z)(z - zo)q has a pole of order n - q > 0 at zo, we can choose q, < qZ s.t. 
for large k, by uniform convergence. But this contradicts the maximum 
modulus principle. for fk is analytic in (z : /z - z. I < S} and the circle centre 
zo, radius q,, is interior to the concentric circle of radius q2. Hence z. must 
be the limit of at least n poles. 
When z. is an isolated essential singularity, max (]f(z)(z - zo)q ( : 
Iz -zoI = ‘I} -+ co as q-+ co as V-P 0, for any integer q, and an obvious 
modification of the above arguments gives the result in this case. Finally 
suppose z. is a non-isolated singularity, but is not the limit of co many 
poles. Then we can find (Rz} c (Rk}, q > 0, 6 > 0 satisfying (3.35). Then (if 
q is small enough) G, = (z : q < )z - z. / < S}, contains no poles of Rz for 
large k. but contains a non-empty compact set E, of cap 0. of singularities of 
j: Hence we can find a sequence of lemniscatic curies. each contained inside 
the preceding curve. and on which the maximum modulus offtends to CG. as 
the curves “converge” to E,. By uniform convergence of {R$ } toSon these 
curves, the maximum modulus of R f grows (for large h) as the curves 
“converge” to E,. .4s above this contradicts the maximum modulus principle 
since Rt is analytic in G,. 
(c) See Theorem 2 in [ 71. Q.E.D. 
The number q cannot be reduced to 0, as the following simple example 
shows. 
Let P,(z) = r,“-” z ‘/j! + (kz?: Qk(z) = 1 + (kz)‘. all k > 1. and letf(z) = 
exp(z). We see Pk/Qk(z) + l(#(f(~)) in 18:. that P,, Q, have no common 
zeroes. but (fQ, - Pk)(z) = r: k +, z’/j! + (kzJk s;’ , z’/j! has k + 1 zeroes 
at z = 0. 
As a corollary of Theorem 1, there is the following result for best rational 
approximations. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be real in IF! and analytic in C\E, where cap(E) = 0. 
Let (Rk} be a sequence of rational functions satisfidng (2.1). (2.2) and which 
are best rational real approximations in the sense of (2.5). Let F be the 
closure of Uk I,. We assume F c C\E. Also when F is unbounded. we 
require first that E is bounded and second that f has at most a pole of finite 
order at co. 
(a) Then giuen r, E, 6. 1 > 0, there exists k, s.t. (3.3), (3.4) holdfor all 
k > k,. If K is a compact subset of C\E containing no limit points of poles of 
(RkJ, then (3.3) holds uniformly for z E K, for large k. 
(b) Any (isolated) pole off of multiplicity n, is the limit of at least n 
poles (counting multiplicit~~) of R, as k + co. Anv non-isolated singularity or 
isolated essential singularity is the limit of inJnite!v many poles of R,, as 
k + 00. Hence iff has singularities of total multiplicity p in C (0 < p < co ). 
we hate lim, inf mk > p, where (as in (2.1)) mk is the actual denominator 
degree in R,. Similar statements hold concerning jlk/ and f s zeroes. 
(c) There is a subsequence (R,,,,} of (Rk} s.t. (3.6) holds, where G is 
a G,-set and cap(G) = 0. 
Proof. Choose 0 < u < I s.t. l/A + a > 1. Set p= min( l/a; 1 + CL/~; 
l/I + a}(>l), and let M;= max(m,; uM,}: L; = max(1,; aL,}, all k> 1. 
Then we see that with 1’ = A/a, 
l/1’ < ML/L; < 1’ all k>, 1, (3.36) 
m,,M;<M,; lk<L;<LLk all k> 1. Let 
N;=max(M;;L;! all k> 1. (3.37) 
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Then with Z, given by (2.6) we see that Z, > (l/a) max{al,; aM,} > 
PNL, if both mk < aM, and I, < aL,. On the other hand if mk 2 aM,, 
we see Z, > L, + aM, > max(MJA + ai&; L, + aLdA} (by (2.2)) > 
/I max(M,; Lk} >/3NL. Similarly if I, > aL,. Thus fQk -P, has >/3N; zeroes 
in F all k> 1 with (3.36), (3.37) true and deg(P,) < L;; deg(Q,) < ML. 
Theorem 1 gives the result with (ML}, (LA} replacing (MJ. (Lkt. However. 
(3.3) still holds with L, in the right member as L; > aL,, all k > 1. Note 
that an alternative proof is possible. in which one multiplies P,. Qk by a 
power of z - (I, where a E F is fixed. Q.E.D. 
Thus best rational real approximations converge in capacity in Q‘. What is 
surprising is part (b) above which shows that the analytic behaviour off far 
away from a real interval [a, b] will influence the actual numerator and 
denominator degree in sequences of best rational real approximations toJ In 
particular, iff is meromorphic throughout C with >P poles and if R, is the 
best rational real approximation to f on [a, b] from the class of rational 
functions with numerator and denominator degrees <k, then the actual 
denominator degrees (mk) in (Rk} satisfy lim, inf mk > p. Thus if infinitely 
many of the best rational real approximations (with all {Mk} in (2.5) positive 
integers) turn out to be just polynomials, then f must be entire. 
4. NON-DIAGONAL RESULTS 
THEOREM 3. Let C be a closed contour which is the boundary of a 
(bounded) path connected open set G?,, each point in Y, hatling winding 
number 1 w.r.t. C. Let f be analytic in S, and on C, but for poles hatring 
total multiplicity, p < CO. Let (Rk} be a sequence of rational functions 
satisf?Gng (2.1) and let {Mk}, (LJ satisfy (2.3). Suppose also either 
(i) 
fQk - P, has >Lk + p + 1 zeroes in F (4.1) 
(counting multiplicity), all k > 1, where F c L%, is closed, and let 
y/(z)=sup(\z-u]/]t-u]:tEC,uEF} all z E C, (4.2) 
or suppose 
(ii) (Rk} is a sequence of best rational approximations in the sense of 
(2.51, where 
lim, inf M, > p, (4.3) 
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and let 
V/k(~)=SUp(/~-zl(~j~t-K~:tEC,uE u I,,\. 
n 2 h 
v(z) = IiF vk(z). 
(4.4) 
Let 
Yp = {z : w(z) < p } all 0 < p < 1 and i = (z: y(z) < 11. (4.5) 
(a) Given I> 0 and 0 < p. E < 1 s.t. p( 1 + E) < 1. there exisrs 
0 < 6 < 1 S.f. 
k>k,>IDJf-D’R,((z)<((l+e)p)Lk allO~j~lallzE~(,\F,. 
(4.6) 
F,=J(m,+p,o’~ ‘“‘A+“) and lim cap(F,) = 0. 
k 
(4.7) 
If K is a compact subset of LL‘, containing neither poles off nor limit points 
of poles of IRki, then the estimate (4.6) holds uniformly for z E K, for large 
k. 
(b) 
lim, sup lD”f- DJR,I (z)““” < y(z) < 1 (4.8) 
all j > 0, all z E Lr”\E, where 
(4.9) 
with 0 < oi < 1 for each i. 
(c) If z0 is a pole off of order n in V, then z,, is the limit of at least n 
poles (counting multiplicity) of R, as k + 03. Hence if mk is the actual 
denominator degree in R, (as in (2.1)). then lim, inf mk > p. 
(d) If above A4, = p for large k, then we have mk = p for large k, and 
(4.8) holds for all z E Q that are not poles off The convergence is uniform 
in compact subsets of V containing no poles of$ 
Proof. (a) First suppose (i) holds. Let S be the polynomial of degree p 
s.t. fS is analytic inside 9, and on C. Much as in Theorem 1, one obtains 
<D!f - DJR,)(z) = G’W’ 1. If/tkl(t) SQ,&) D”(~&)I(SQ&N - z))l dt. 
‘C 
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where r/, is a polynomial of degree L, + p + 1 with all its zeroes in F. We 
see from (4.2) that 
sup(lr,(z)/t,(t)(: t E C) < v(z)Lk+p+‘. (4.10) 
Proceeding in an easier fashion than in Theorem 1, one obtains the estimate 
l@j-@~,I (Z)~~@~)~k(3~/~~kI(mk+I))(mkt~)(~+~), (4.11) 
all 0 <j < 1, all z E Go\Fk, where F, is given by (4.7), where p’ > p is 
arbitrary, and where A is independent of k (but depends on p’, I, e.g.). Raised 
to the power l/L,, the right member in (4.11) has lim sup < ~‘6~‘~~ ‘)(” ” 
as k + co. By choosing 6 (< 1) sufficiently close to 1, and p’ close enough to 
p, this quantity can be bounded by p( 1 + E) < 1. Further as 6 < 1, and 
lim, L,/m, = co, we see lim, cap(F,) = 0. 
When (ii) holds, we proceed in much the same way. Equation (2.6) and 
(4.3) show that fQk - P, has >r; + p + 1 zeroes in I,. where f; = 
max{L, - p, l,}. Since degree (P,J < 1; and 1; > L, - p, we can proceed as 
above with 1; replacing L, initially. Further as {v/~} is a monotone 
decreasing sequence of continuous functions, we see that given p’ > p, Go c 
(z : V/~(Z) < p’ }, for all large enough k. 
(b) For any 0 < p < 1, I > 0, E > 0, and suitable 0 < 6 < 1, (a) gives 
lim,sup1D’f-DJR,I (z)‘ILk<p(l +E) all O< j<l, (4.12) 
all z E GD\E, where 
E c lim, sup Y(m, + p, rP'("'k + I)). (4.13) 
Choosing (p,} dense in (0, l), and {E,,} s.t. lim, E, = 0, we can choose for 
each n, 1 a number 6,, < 1 s.t. (4.12), (4.13) hold with p = p,, E = E,,, 
6 = d,,, P(.-0) = P$(...). Th en our result (4.8) holds for all j > 0, all z 
Q\LJ lim, sup 5$(m, + p, ~5f;p""~' I'), 
n-1 
since p,( 1 + E,) can be made arbitrarily close to w(z) by density of (p,, 
(0, 1). 
(c) Follows as did Theorem l(b). 
in 
in 
(d) By (c) each of f’s p poles is a limit of poles of {Rk}. As R, has 
lftk (M, < p pCkS, it follows that mk = p, for large k, and that R,‘s p poles 
converge to those off as k + co. Parts (a), (b) give our result. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (a) Of course (d) above is a generalization of de Montessus de 
Ballore’s Theorem. However, the region 9’ = (z : u/(z) < 1 } in which 
convergence holds will in general be small (even empty) unless C is far from 
409!98/2 9 
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F, and z is close to F. The condition min(lr --u/: I E C. u E F} > max{lul: 
u E F} is sufftcient for G’ to be non-empty. While this result does not seem 
to be satisfactory, it is evidently the best result possible with our lenient 
assumptions, since one can easily choose polynomials for which equality 
holds in (4.10) for at least some z. In the Padi case with C = (t: IfI = R}, 
F = (O}, we see that v(z) of (4.2) is just izI/R, the usual convergence factor 
in Pade theorems. When one is prepared to make assumptions about the 
distribution of the zeroes offQ, -P, in F, different results are possible-see 
Theorems 1, 2, 3 in Wallin [ 12 1. 
(b) When f is meromorphic throughout 6, one obtains the following 
better result, whose proof is similar to Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let f be meromorphic in C, and let p be the total 
multiplicity offs poles in C (the case p = 00 is of course allowed). Let {Rk} 
be a sequence of rational functions satisfying (2.1). Suppose also either 
(i) fQk -P, has >Lk + pk + 1 zeroes (counting multiplicity) in F, all 
k > 1, where F is compact and lim, inf pk > p. or 
(ii) {Rk} is a sequence of best rational real approximations in the 
sense of (2.5), where lim, infM, > p, and F-the closure of Uk I,-is 
compact. 
Suppose also that {MJ, (Lk} satisfv (2.3). 
(a) Given 1, r, E, 6 > 0 there exists 
k, s.t. k > k, 3 1 D’f - D’R, I (z) < ELk. (4.14) 
all 0 < j < 1, all 1 z 1 ,< r s.t. 
z @ F, = 1”(2M,, dLklCmk+ I’), 
so that lim, cap(F,) = 0. 
If K is a compact subset of C containing no poles off or limit points of 
poles of (Rk}, then the estimate (4.14) holds untformly in K, for large k. 
@I 
li$~‘f-~jR,I(r)~‘~‘=O all j>O (4.15) 
all z E C\E, where 
E c lim, sup 4”(2M,, Bik’(“k+ ‘j) : lip 6, = 0. (4.16) 
(c) If z,, is a pole off of order n in C, then z0 is the limit of at least n 
poles (counting multiplicity) of {RkJ as k + co. Hence the actual denominator 
degrees (mk} in {RJ satisfy lim, inf mk 2 p. 
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(d) If above p < 00 and Mk = p, for large k, then mk = p for large 
enough k, and (4.15) holds for all z E Cc that are not poles of $ The 
convergence is uniform in compact subsets of C containing no poles of$ 
One can show that rather than (4.16), one has 
E c lim, sup Y(M,, diklMk) :1iF 6, = 0. (4.17) 
However, this does not alter the “thinness” of the exceptional set when 
judged in terms of measures or capacities. In fact, for most cases, the excep- 
tional sets satisfying (4.9), (4.16), (4.17) have the same thinness when judged 
in terms of Hausdorff measures or capacities. Sets E satisfying (4.9), (4.16), 
(4.17) were studied in detail in [8]. However, more accessible results appear 
in [6, 121. These show, for example, that when lim, Mk log k/L, = 0, sets E 
satisfying (4.9), (4.16), (4.17) have Hausdorff dimension zero, and when 
Ck (Mk + 1)/L, < co, such sets have logarithmic capacity zero. 
This paper was typed in January 198 1. Since then, the author and Dr. 
Avram Sidi wrote Convergence of Linear and Non-Linear Pad& Approx- 
imants from Series of Orthogonal Polynomials, to appear in the Trans. 
Amer. Math. Sot. Further the generalized Nuttall-Pommerenke theorems 
were shown to be sharp in a sense in Divergence of Complex Rational 
Approximations, which will shortly appear in the Pacific J. Math. Recently 
(May 1983) the author received Convergence of Multipoint Pad& Approx- 
imants with a Fixed Number of Poles, Umei University preprint, No. 7, 
1982, by Professor Hans Wallin, in which there are non-diagonal results 
overlapping those of this paper. 
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